**R3630 RENEGADE (USA, 9/19/1992-4/4/1997) [TV SERIES]**

**Series summary:** Adventure/mystery series set in the contemporary American Southwest. Reno Raines (Lamas) was a San Diego detective who testified against other corrupt cops. They tried to kill him, got his girlfriend instead, and then framed Reno for the murder. Reno went underground as ‘Vince Black’ and took a job as a bounty hunter, pursuing outlaws even as he tries to clear his own name.

**Ace in the hole (2/6/1995)**

**Credits:** director, Perry Husman ; writer, Nicholas J. (Nick) Corea.
**Cast:** Lorenzo Lamas, George Gerdes.
**Summary:** Reno pursues an insane Vietnam veteran drug dealer (Gerdes) named ‘Preacher’ Lomax for his incessant quotation from the Bible. Lomax had killed a Vietnam veteran buddy who has working with him but was secretly reporting to the FBI.

**Fighting cage (5/10-17/1993)**

**Credits:** directors, Ralph Hemecker, R. Marvin ; writers, Stephen J. Cannell, Nicholas J. (Nick) Corea.
**Cast:** Lorenzo Lamas, Martin Kove.
**Summary:** Reno’s brother (Kove) who was MIA in Cambodia turns up as a brainwashed cage fighter with a Thai wife and son.

**Lyon's roar (1/10/1993)**

**Credits:** director, Anton Marius ; writer, Morgan Gendel.
**Cast:** Lorenzo Lamas, Sam Jones, John Vernon.
**Summary:** Reno (Lamas) must rescue his drug addicted ex-Ranger commander Earl Lyons (Jones) who has holed up in the woods and is hijacking pharmaceutical trucks, before the State Police can find him. It seems the State Police captain in charge of the case (Vernon) is a Vietnam vet who does not like renegades who give veterans a bad name. He would just as soon shoot them as arrest them.
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